We point out that the only point of introducing the concept of S*-measures is, that it is through them that R-sets will be constracted. In many important cases every S-measure is automatically an S*-measure. We have :
LEMMA 0.1. -Let G be a denumerable at infinity, locally compact, abelian group, then we can afirm that every S-measure on G is an y-measure, provided that the following hypothesis (H) is satisfied for G.
(
H) For every open subgroup il c G and every m e Z we have: T,(G)^OG=^G[^(a)]=^0.
Proof. -Observe that for an S-measure [x on G and every m e Z, the set [g^G; mg e Gp{s{^))~\ is a Borel subgroup of G; thus if it has a positive h^ measure it must be an open subgroup; and that is impossible if T^(G)=^OG by the hypothesis (H).
LEMMA 0.2. -The following groups satisfy hypothesis (H).
(a) R and T = R/Z the one dimensional torus. 
N. TH. VAROPOULOS
00 § 2 We treat the case G == JJ Z(pJ where ?" (n^.1) are n=l prime numbers increasing very rapidly (in a sense to be specified).
§ 3 We treat the case G == U(p) == (ZO^^ the group of p-adic integers, for some fixed prime p. 00 § 4 We treat the case G == ]J Gn where G^ ^ Z^), for some fixed prime p and some fixed N e Z. N ^ 1, and all >1- § 5 We treat the case G == JJ Z^P") for some fixed prime p. § 6 We prove Theorem S. § 7 We prove Theorem R.
It might be worth observing that § 2, § 3, § 4 do not depend on each other and that § 5 depends only on § 3.
The names of Salem and Rudin, we use, are justified by [7] and [5] .
The main tools and notations for the constructions.
We start by introducing some notations that will prove useful.
For, r, m e Z $ r ^ 1, m ^ 1 we set: We shall associate with G and 2 two probability spaces :
(Q, ^ P) and (Q', %', P') as follows :
where L^ = G^ X G»; % and %' are the topological Borel fields of Q and Q' respectively (for the Tychonov topology of course); P = h^ = 0 h^ and P 7 = h^ = (g) ^ . = ^' = * !^ = lim * ^.co' ^ M+(G).
y=l N y=i
We shall call ^' = (^y ^e Q' (== Q'[G, S]) -random measure associated with S, a/zd p.} == uiy ^, its / th component. We make at once a number of important remarks :
Remarks. -(1-i-) The convergence of the infinite, convolution product appearing in both definitions (] and Q' is taken for the vague topology of measures, and is assured by the 00 fact thatf^|G,=|0^ and ^JcG^. and ^JcG, for all /^l^coeD, o/eQ'.
(l.ii) For all 00 e= Q and co' <= Q' we have :
(l.iii) For each y. e G, ^(yj^ (resp. ^(yj^) is a sequence of (complex) independent random variables defined on the probability space Q (resp Q') and we have :
y=i y=i from that it follows at once that for all r e Z, r ;> 1 : EIPW = ft Ej^yjl-and E|p/(yJ| = ft E|P';<yJI.
=i j=i 1. iv) Let us assume that y^ e G is an element of finite order or equivalently that m = |G/keryJ < + °° then we see at once that if mj = \GjlGj n keryj then : E]p./yjr=^;m,).
(l.v) In the particular case when for some N e Z, N ^. 1 G(ra) with G^ ^ Z(2^ (n > 1), TAen /or aH m e Z we Aa^e:
G = ft
Proof. -The convergence for the vague topology of the
is assured by (a) and (y). and using condition (S) we see at once that:
Let us now fix ^ e= Z *( ^ 0 such that Tp?;(G) ^OG then we have for all t e G :
nM^i^p-ŵ here C^ is a constant (depending on 'Q. Now putting (1;4), (1.5) and (1.6) together we see that:
(^[TR n v,(G)] < C exp (Ci n log log n -CgL^) ^^ 0 by condition (a). And using (1.3) we see that: 
Now if q=l=Q (mod p), T^, is an automorphism of G (It
Remarks (2.1). -Observe that given an arbitrary sequence of primes ^r^|n°=i such that sup r^ == + oo we can extract n a subsequence ^r^JLi which is very rapidly increasing (with/). We can now state: and from that we deduce at once that for all n e Z, TZ ^ 1:
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Let us now define a series of subgroups of G:
We shall prove the theorem ITi by proving the following fact:
« The Q-random measure ^ = ^ associated to the series 2 is almost surely an S-measure of G. Now in general using (1. iii) and (l.iv) we see that:
(2.6) E|^)l^nElp.,(yJ|P.= n E|EX,(^= 11 ^ m,)
Kj^vy.
where my = |Gy/Gy n keryj and where an empty product is interpreted as 1. utting (2.4) (2.6) and (2.7) together and using (2.2) we see that: for Vy = N > 2 :
from that and (2.5) and conditions (a) (y) of the definition we deduce that for N > 2
Oiexpf-^^Ĉ Therefore the conditions of Lemma 1.2 are satisfied and so the Q-random measure pi = u.^ e Mo(G) almost surely. If we combine that with (2.3) and with remark (l.ii) we have the required result that almost surely pi is an S-measure of G.
The case G -\J(p) the p-adic integers.

THEOREM U. -For any prime p the compact additive group of p-adic integers U(p) has S-measures.
Proof. -We fix the prime p once and for all, and write G == U(p) for the group of p-adic integers. Observe then that:
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more explicitly to the ascending chain of G :
corresponds the polar descending chain of G :
and of course for n << m
Let us also observe that for positive integers M and N : We shall prove Theorem U by proving that: « The Q-random measure ^ = ^ associated with 2 is almost surely an S-measure. » Towards that we observe that since log /ie(G,) == -(log p)K^ and since Kn -^ oo Tt the conditions of Lemma 1.3 are satisfied and so for all co e Q we have:
Let us now define for all y e 6r: i\t py=inftreZ; y^Z^QcGl we have for : N e= Z, N ^ 1:
Now using remarks (l.iii) and (l.iv) and (3.1) we see that: for X. =^= 06 : From observations a) and b) using (4.1) we deduce at once: 
E^T.) xex;^^ ° almost surely.
In an entirely analogously fashion we see that for p = 2 :
(4.10) ^(X) xex^^O almost surely.
Let us now observe that for all co e Q (o/ e Q' respectively) the Sequences of measures ^j^i and {^n,w}^=i (W^i and { ^ ^ } n°Li respectively) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.4 if we take ^ == X So we deduce that for all co e Q and all o/ e Q' and all m e Z with T^(G) =7^= OG we have: Thus finaly taking (4.11) into account and remarks (l.ii) and (l.vi) we see that Theorem IIg will follow if we prove: for all aeA, and y,a ^eT °° we have ?(X.a)-oeT 00 in Z (P OO )5 thus v(^)^0^y(x,)-^0.
We proceed to prove that the condition on the support of y is satisfied. Towards that using the argument developed the end of the proof of Lemma 1.4 we see that it suffices to prove that for all ^ e Z ^ ^ 0 we have :
To show that, let us observe that for all N e Z, N ^ 1 we have, using (5.4) and (5. We start with a lemma on locally compact abelian groups :
LEMMA 6.1.
-(i) Let G be a compact group and H c G be a closed subgroup then: a) If G/H has S-measures so has G. (3) J/*G/H has y-measures and is in addition a group unbounded order (m ^=/=. 0 ==^ T^(G/H) -=^ Oc/n) then G has ^-measures also.
ii) If G and H are locally compact groups and if they both have y-measures {respectively S-measures) then G X H = K has S*-measures (respectively S-measures). (iii) If G is a locally compact group and Q c G is an open subgroup of G then if Q has S-measures so has G.
Proof. -(i) Observe that if p : G -> G/H is the canonical projection, there exists a canonical injection
).
From that we see at once that for all (JI€=M(G/H) and meZ, m^O:
putting m === 1 and p. an S-measure of G/H in (6.2) we see using (6.1) that p(^) is an S-measure of G and that proves a.
To prove ^ we let [JL be an S*-measure of G/H, and m =/= 0, m e Z, then by the hypothesis on G/H we see that
and that, together with (6.1) and (6.2) implies that p(pi) is an S*-measure of G.
(ii) Let \ and p. be S*-measures of G and H respectively, then if v == X 0 [JL e M(K), we have:
also if m e Z is such that T^(K) =/= OK, then either T^(G) ^OG or T^(H) =/= On or both; suppose then that T^(G) ^= OG then by the hypothesis :
and that implies:
which together with (6.3) implies that v is an S*-measure of K. The result about S-measures follows similarily and is only simpler.
(iii) Is trivial. Proof. -(i) It follows from a theorem by Salem [7] , from theorem U, and from Lemma 0.1 and Lemma 0.2, that T, the one dimensional torus, and U(p), the additive group of p-adic integers, for any prime p, have S*-measures. Our result follows from that, Lemma 6.1 (i) (3, and the simple observation that if B c G and B ^ Z or Z(p°°) then G/B° ^ T orU(p).
(ii) Let G be a group of type II and let G^S ^ S ^P?") Proof. -Using duality we see that to prove the Lemma it suffices to prove that:
« If A (= G) is a discrete abelian group such that: (a) A is a torsion group.
(?) A is not of bounded order.
(y) A is a reduced group. ^==^ A contains no divisible subgroups. -^=^ A contains no subgroups isimorphic to any Z(p°°) for any p prime number (use (a)).
Then A contains a subgroup S c A such that s^i;z(p^)
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for ^p^jn^i a sequence of powers of primes with p^" -^-oo.» To prove the above we can make on A the extra assumption : (S) « A is a p-primary group for some prime p. )) Indeed, anyway A == Q) Ap is the direct sum of its primary compop nents, if the number of those components is infinite the conclusion above follows at once, otherwise we see that one of those components must satisfy (?) (and of course also (a) and (y)), and we can argue on that component. Now to prove the above statement it suffices to show that, for every group A satisfying conditions (a)-(S), and for every N e Z, N ^ 1, there exists a direct decomposition A == B ©C where TpN(B) -=f=-OB and TpN(C) =7^= Oc. For then, it would follow that either B or C or both satisfy conditions (a) -(S), and thus iterating the decomposition with increasing N, we would obtain :
such that Tpn(BJ -=^ OB^ {n ^ 1), and that clearly implies our assertion.
Thus suppose that for some A satisfying conditions (a) -(S), and some positive integer N, such a decomposition is impossible. From that contradictory hypothesis it follows that in all direct decompositions of A = B e C we always have either Proof. -Taking corrollary 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 into account, it suffices to prove our Lemma making, in both (i) and (ii), the extra assumption that G is a group of bounded order, then:
(i) G == GI e Gg C ... C GR for some R >. 1 and where oo G ? ^ II G^ ^th Gy ^ Z(p?) for pj prime numbers and N, ra==l positive integers (1<;/<;R). Our result then follows from Theorem tig and Lemma 6.1 (ii).
(ii) G contains a closed subgroup H c G such that 00 G/H ^ U G^ where G^ ^ Z(p) for some fixed prime p and ra==l then the result follows from Theorem tig and Lemma 6.1.1. a.
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We shall now use the following classical structure theorem (e.g. Cf.
[6] 2-4).
(S) « Every locally compact abelian group G contains Q c G an open subgroup such that Q ^ R" X K for some n €= Z, n ^ 0; and K a compact group. » Now using Salem's result [7] which asserts that R has S-measures, using also Lemma 6.3(i), Lemma 6.1(ii) and Lemmas 0.1 and Lemma 0.2 our structure theorem (S) above we see that we have : Proof of theorem S. -Using again Lemma 6.3 (ii) the result of Salem [7] and Lemma 6.1 (ii) we see that every group of the from R" X K where K is a compact abelian group, has S-measures provided that either n ;> 1 or |K| ^>^o-Theorem S then follows from that, our structure theorem (S) above, and Lemma 6.1 (iii).
We now proceed to give an application of theorem S. Towards that we start by describing a particular case a classical decomposition of M(G) due to Raicov (Cf. v j ' Then it can be proved [2] that x e I(S) and y e R(S) => xA-y (are mutually singular) and I(S)<M(G) is an ideal, while R(S) is a subalgebra, and we have the decomposition
M(G) == I(S)©R(S).
Let us also define : p,: M(G) -> C by ps{m) = j dr where m= i -}-r', i e I(S) and r e R(S) is the orthogonal (unique) decomposition of m. It is then easy to see that p, is a complex homomorphism i.e. p^e^lVHG)) [2] the maximal ideal space of M(G). Also it is easy to verify that for all m <= M(G) we have :
in other words that p^ is a symmetric ideal.
Let us then apply that decomposition starting from S = s(u.), for ^ an S-measure of G, normalised by [|pi[| = 1. We verify then at once that Li(G) c I(S), so that p,(Li(G)) == 0 i.e. p,^ G for the canonical identification of G into a subset G c IT^MYG)).
What is more to the point p^ (G), the topological closure (for_the Gelfand topology) of G in ^IV^G)), for we have: T e (G)\G ==^ p.(T) = 0, while we have p.(p,) == p,(p.) == 1.
So we have proved.
Application. -If G is a non discrete locally compact abelian group then there exists <r a symmetric maximal ideal of M(G) such that : crDLi(G) and <7^Mo(G).
Theorem R.
We start from a lemma on locally compact abelian groups : Proof. -(i) Indeed if v is an S*-measure of G then it suffices to find 0 =^X<v and such that OG ^ s{\) and s(\) is totally disconnected. This can be done using simple arguments of general topology and Radon measure theory.
(ii) It is trivial.
